Self-assembly of Janus ellipsoids II: Janus prolate spheroids.
In self-assembly, the anisotropy of the building blocks and their formation of complex structures have been the subject of considerable recent research. Extending recent research on Janus particles and completing the study of Janus spheroids, we conduct a systematic investigation on the self-assembly of Janus prolate spheroids based on a primitive model that we proposed. Janus prolate spheroids are particles that have a prolate spheroidal body and two hemi-surfaces along the major axis coded with different chemical properties. Using Monte Carlo simulations, we investigate the effects of the aspect ratio on the self-assembly process. In contrast to the vesicle-like aggregates for Janus oblate spheroids, we obtain various ordered cluster structures for Janus prolate spheroids through self-assembly. With an increasing aspect ratio, we find a transition of cluster morphology, from vesicles to tubular micelles and micelles. In particular, a relatively small change in the aspect ratio leads to a rather significant change in morphology. We apply a cluster analysis to understand the mechanism associated with such a transition.